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ABSTRACT 
Internet of Things plays an important role to enable the smart usage of water in the water supply system. Water usage monitored 
by deploying the sensor nodes in each customer place, with the help of the sensor nodes to monitor pressure, flow, and usage of 
water. This information is sensed, and sensed data are transmitted from the customer residential place to sink node using zigbee 
communication module. In this paper, a method for secured smart water supply application using Zigbee is proposed. In the 
proposed methodology, sink to server communication is established using TCP/IP. In the server, administrator is responsible for 
generating the bills based on the consumption of water by the customer. Customer can access the billing information through 
access token method which enables the authorized users to view the bill or server will send the bill for water consumption to 
customer’s mobile via SMS. In order to handle non-repudiation attack during the communication through network, this system 
uses Trusted Third Party (TTP) as intermediary to exchange the proof of server and proof of user to each other. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Water supply management includes the tricks of arrangement, developing and watching the water 

consumption and also enabling IOT with water supply management system establishing the communication 

towards the network for efficient and intelligent billing system, analysis of failures and trouble shooting. In 

intelligent water supply system, there is a need to recognize the information about the consumption of water in 

the customer place. This implies continuous management of the water supply method in order to allow any crisis 

that could come out to be solved and at the same time, to maintain regular functioning   parameters.  

An well-organized water management system requires thousands of constraint devices i.e., sensors, 

actuators to be deployed across the water distribution network to enable real time monitoring and control of 

water supply application. Security is the main issue in the wireless access network. So the security is need for 

both physical level and network level is significant to the operation of such system. If hackers get the rights of 

entry to the network, they can violate confidentiality and integrity. As the AMR meter is a device, which is used 

to monitor the water usage in the home. The hackers can easily move it and capturing the device. After 

capturing the device duplicate meter is developed, set up a new firmware learn susceptible stored information 

from the device [2]. For the past years there is no accurate solution to these constraint devices. Due to those 

distinctive and restricted resources the proper security system cannot be provided for the water supply system.  

Achieving security, privacy, accountability, and efficiency is most distress in the deployment of wireless 

communication networks and pushing their triumph in supporting service-oriented applications [3]. First, due to 

unwrap and distributed nature of wireless communication networks, it is important to impose network access 
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control to handle free riders and wicked attacks. Next one is also critical to provide sufficient user privacy, 

particularly in situation such as banking, commercial business, and e-healthcare. Privacy means not only hiding 

the user’s identity, but also the connection among the business of the same unidentified user. Third, user 

accountability must be provided since fraudulent user behaviors and insider attacks should be audited and 

pinpointed under the agreement of the rule authority. Fourth, each access point should be able to verify a huge 

number of access requests in a timely manner so that connections of roaming users are not enforced to 

terminate. To overcome these issues zone based clustering for efficient handling of sensor nodes is introduced 

and reduce the burden of each sensor node to transmit the sensed information from user place to sink using 

zigbee communication module that supports shorter range of communication [9]. From the sink to server 

establish the communication using TCP/IP that supports long distance communication. In this paper a smart 

water supply application model integrating Internet of Things (IOT) technologies for decoupling decision 

support systems and monitoring the sensed water consumption data from the customer place to network server 

for billing and analyzing is proposed [10]. It also provides the solution for non repudiation problem using the 

trusted third party as intermediate entity for server and customer. This trusted third party manages all keying 

resources by which secured information and privacy details can be unveiled.  

The rest of the paper organized as follows: Section II explains the relevant works. Section III describes the 

system design and functions. Section IV explains the proposed work. Section V presents the results with 

discussion and section VI concludes the paper. 

 

Relevant Works: 

In water supply application in existing system uses Automated Meter Reading (AMR) to deploy the each 

residential place to monitor the water usage. This information collected by AMR meter is sent to the base station 

by using communication medium like GSM and GPRS. It overcomes the traditional meter reading problem like 

errors in taking manual reading, external condition affecting readings, inaccuracy, and delayed work. Still it has 

drawback of loss of privacy and increased security risks from network or remote access. 

Nonhlanhla ntuli proposes the authentication and access control servers for security purpose. The role of the 

AAC is providing the access tokens to authenticated devices. Publisher or new user may wish to link the 

network will require connecting to an AAC server pre-configured earlier than deployment [2]. Each device 

having a unique ID and stores it in its crypto-chip .To permit the agent to authenticate an update, the publisher 

must affix the write access token with each update request. There is no direct relationship between publishers 

and consumers, it permit flexibility and scalability so the end-devices can save energy. Drawback is The AAC 

server is the only fully trusted unit in the network. Security issues arise when the communication takes place 

through network. In the communication path there is a problem of non-repudiation, hacking the system. In 

recent years, fairly a number of authentication frameworks have been proposed for wireless access networks. 

Among them, only a few attain privacy-enhanced authentication. 

Designing APEA scheme (accountable and privacy-preserving authentication) achieve Privacy, security, 

accountability, and efficiency in the deployment of wireless access network. Without using trusted third party 

APEA framework achieve security in network level [3]. This APEA scheme achieves the arrangement phase, 

new user joining, user revocation, mutual authentication and key exchange, group signature verification, and 

user tracing all these phase then only to achieve security, in any point of failure, make the whole frame work 

will be wrong. The most common approach for non repudiation is trusted third party between the participants in 

the network, act as a centralized control to provide authorization to the user. 

Susmita Mandal et al. proposes the Multi party key exchange scheme used for attaining the privacy 

perfectly. Any attacker can not disclose the short time group key even if the long time keys are accidently 

leaked or compromised. Using this protocol group of users can communicate through trusted third party, each 

time establish the connections to TTP, TTP act as group controller to generate public keys and it send to the 

groups. Each group generates the public key to TTP [12]. After receiving the keys, TTP generates the session 

key. Each group managers and members can communicate with session keys. Proposed multiparty key exchange 

scheme is proved to be secure against attacks such as non-repudiation attack, man-in-the middle attack, and 

replay attack.  

Alois paulin et al. proposes pub and resolver. Pub used for recording all the operation between the parties 

that act as an evidence to keep fairness & non repudiation [11]. Resolver used in both side for encrypt and 

decrypt the message. In certified email service achieve fair non-repudiation of receipt through a protocol that 

involves splitting an encrypted message into a series of parts, which the beneficiary regularly acquires, 

generating proof-of-receipt for each individual part. 

 

System Design And Function: 

Now-a-days smart water supply application is emerging as it plays vital role in Smart City development. 

This application enables smarter usage of water by deploying sensor nodes in each residential place. The 

geographical area is divided into zones. Using Zone based clustering sensor nodes are grouped as clusters and 
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for each zone one Zone Head (ZH) is selected.  Zone selection is performed using Election Algorithm. Other 

sensor nodes in the zone are the Zone Member (ZM). Sensor nodes in a particular zone monitor the water usage 

i.e., pressure, flow and usage of water. These data are collected and sent to the Zone Head within a zone. Using 

the zigbee communication, data transfer is established between ZH to next higher level ZH and if collected data 

is valid then aggregate the data using Header based Duplicate Rejection Algorithm. Finally the collected data 

sent to the sink node. This short distance transmission will be useful for spending minimum energy for 

communication. Figure 3.1 represents the process flow diagram for data collection from residential place to 

sink. 

Zone Head (ZH) selection is performed using Election algorithm that works as follow: Whenever sink node 

sends request message to zone, that time which node is available in turn ON mode, those nodes send a 

“HELLO” message to each other with the Node ID and Time. The Node which sends “HELLO” message first is 

selected as a Zone Head and all other member node registered to Zone Head.  

Data aggregation is performed using Header based Duplicate Rejection Algorithm. This aggregation 

algorithm takes place both at intra and inter-zone cluster communication. During duplicate rejection in intra 

zone cluster three parameters are involved i.e. ZMID, Date and Time. These three parameters are called as 

Header part of Intra zone data packet. Duplicate rejection in intra zone cluster takes place by taking into account 

number of times Zone member is sending data to the ZH. If same data is received by the ZH from ZMi, then it 

can be identified by matching the header part. This data is said to be a duplicate data, such duplicate data are 

rejected. In inter zone cluster communication ZHID, ZMID, Date and Time is taken as a Header part of the data 

packet and procedure for rejecting the data duplication is performed as similar to the intra zone cluster 

communication. If sometimes the received data is incomplete, the data may contain missing parameter value, 

such data is also considered as duplicate data, these data are also rejected. 

 

 
Fig. 3:1 Process Flow Diagram for Data Collection  

 

After receiving the data, the sink transmits the data to server using TCP/IP as this communication is long 

distance transmission. Administrator who has rights to access the server will be responsible for generating the 

bill based on the consumption of water. This billing is generated through designed homepage of the web based 

portal. It can be hosted to the server for practical use. Once hosted the user can access it from anywhere through 

internet. Consumer can login to view this bill. By selecting a particular month he/she can view his/her water 

usage history any time. Another way to send the consolidated bill prepared is to send to the customer’s mobile, 

for a particular month of usage. During the data transfer, non-repudiation attack is possible. Non-repudiation 

service is generally engaged in information exchange and online operation. It requires that its participants are 

incapable to deny their participation in specific protocol. At the same time, the service should maintain the 

fairness. So introduced a Trusted Third Party (TTP) to recognize these demands. Figure 3.2 depicts that overall 

architecture of the proposed system.  
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Fig. 3.2: Overall Architecture of the Proposed System 

 

Proposed Work: 

The main focus of this paper is to design secured water supply application which automatically generates 

and send the bill for consumption in a secured way to the customers.  

 

A. Access token provides security for customer viewing the bill: 

Conventional server-based authentication methods would not scale in smart water systems. For that reason, 

many of the token-based authentication methods have been proposed. The merits include stateless in nature and 

the ability to work across domains. Since the token itself is sufficient to authenticate a customer, this method 

eliminates the need to store session data. The customer sends its identity to the server. The server verifies the 

identity and authenticates the customer. If authentication is successful, the server creates a new access token 

with the ID of the customer and expiry time. The token is signed and transmitted to the customer. By this way 

customer (or) user can access the monthly bill generated on designed homepage of the web portal. 

 

B. Trusted Third Party (TTP) protocol design for Non-repudiation: 

Non-repudiation is the guarantee that somebody cannot profitably deny the validity of something. Also 

referred as non-repudiation is the ability to prove that an operation or event has taken place, for example in e-

mails, non-repudiation is used to assure that the recipient can’t deny getting the message, and that the sender 

can’t deny sending it. Non-repudiation use digital signature and/or encryption method to guarantee message 

transmission between parties. So a Trusted Third Party (TTP) to realize these demands is introduced. Role of the 

Trusted Third Party: 

• Identity and authority validation 

• Time stamping service 

• Records retention 

• Delivery intermediation 

• Dispute resolution 

There are two non-repudiation evidences (or) proves. The participants referred in protocol are denoted as 

server and user. When the TTP receives the proof from both the user and server. TTP exchange the evidence of 

proof with each other. The exchange doesn’t take place if either of them hasn’t sent their respective proof to 

TTP. 

 

(i)Proof of server (or) origin:  

A protocol provides proof of origin; if and only if it generates a non-repudiation of origin evidence to 

trusted third party receive this proof of origin message destined to user [5]. It can provide unambiguously decide 

whether server is the author of a given message or not. 
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(ii)Proof of user (or) receipt:  

A protocol provides proof of receipt; if and only if it generates a non-repudiation of receipt evidence to 

trusted third party receive this proof of receipt message destined to server. It can provide unambiguously decide 

whether user received a given message or not. 

A non-repudiation protocol provides fairness if and only if at the end of a protocol execution either server 

(or) origin got the proof of receipt evidence for the message M, and user got the corresponding message M as 

well as the proof of origin evidence for this message, or neither of them got any valuable information. 

 

(iii) Digital signature:  

The digital signature contains information about the user’s identity to access services on the internet or to 

sign certain documents digitally. It provides a high level of security for online communication by ensuring 

complete privacy of information exchanged using a digital signature. Server, user and TTP are used digital 

signature method for secure communication. 

 

(iv) Time stamp:  

Trusted Third Party provides the time stamp information. When server requests authentication for the 

message with digital signature, TTP appends the time stamp ts1 with the message. The same way user send 

request message for authentication of origin, TTP appends ts2 with the message, this time stamp is useful 

evidence of non repudiation. Fig 4.1 shows that protocol design for non repudiation. 

 

 
Fig. 4.1: Trusted Third Party protocol Design for Non-Repudiation  

 

Notations are: 

IDA: Identifier of the server  

IDB: Identifier of the user 

Message: The message to be exchanged 

ts1, ts2: Time stamps 

DSG A: The digital signature of entity A 

DSG B: The digital signature of entity B 

DSG TTP: The digital signature of trusted third party 

E (M, PUB): Encryption of message M using user’s public key B  

D (M, PRB): Decryption of message M using user’s private key B 

 

Step 1: 

Server (A) initiates the communication by sending request message to Trusted Third Party (TTP) for non-

repudiation data transfer. 

Server (A) TTP: (IDA, IDB, Message) DSG A 

 

Step 2: 

TTP verifies the identity of both server and user and gives the authority to server, with time stamp ts1. 

TTPServer: [(IDA, IDB, Message,) DSG A], ts1 

 

Step 3: 

Server sends the message to the user, by using encryption method that uses user’s public key to encrypt the 

message. 

Serveruser: [IDA, IDB, E (M, PUB)] DSG A 
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Step 4: 

Once the message has been sent successfully to the user, the server sends the proof of server (or) origin 

information to TTP.  

Server  TTP :([( IDA, IDB, Message) DSG A], TTP, ts1) 

 

Step 5: 

The user after receiving the message from the server, user requests the TTP for authorized communication. 

User TTP: (IDB, IDA, Message) DSG B 

 

Step 6: 

TTP verifies the identity of both user and server and give the authority to user, with appended time stamp 

information 

TTPUser :[( IDB, IDA, Message) DSG B], ts2 

 

Step 7: 

The user decrypts the message received from the server using private key of B 

User: D [M, PRB] 

 

Step 8: 

Once the user successfully has read the decrypted message, the user sends the proof of user (or) receipt 

information to TTP.  

Server  TTP: ([(IDB, IDA, Message) DSG B], TTP, ts2) 

 

Step 9: 

Both the server and user submit their digitally signed evidence to TTP. TTP exchanges the evidence of 

proof with each other only when the TTP receives the proof from both the user and server. The exchange 

doesn’t take place if either of them hasn’t sent their respective proof to TTP. 

TTPUser: ([(IDB, IDA, Message) DSGB], TTP, ts2) DSG TTP 

TTP Server :([( IDA, IDB, Message) DSGA], TTP, ts1) DSG TTP  

 

RESULTS WITH DISCUSSION 

 

The proposed water supply application is able to send the monthly bill for water usage to the respective 

customer. The consolidated bill prepared sent to the web based portal. Customer can access the bill information 

through customer ID which is depicted in Figure 5.1. 

                                     
Fig. 5.1: Customer view the Bill 

 

The id is checked for authentication by the server. If the customer id authorized then he/she can get the 

access token with expiration time to view the monthly bill. This process is shown in Figure 5.2 

                                      
Fig. 5.2: Access token with expiration time 
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Once server successfully sent the bill to the customer, it will send the proof of server (or) origin evidence to 

TTP as shown in Figure 5.3 

                                     

                                      
Fig. 5.3: Proof of server 

 

In the same way customer (or) user can get and view the bill from the server, and then it will send the proof 

of user (or) receipt evidence to TTP as shown in Figure 5.4. 

                                  

                                      
Fig. 5.4: Proof of user 

 

Both the server and user submit proofs to TTP. TTP exchange the evidence of proof with each other only 

when the TTP receives the proof from both the user and server.  

 

Conclusion: 

The advantages of this proposed system are two-fold: 1. User in residential place can access the bill for 

water consumption in a convenient and easy way through internet or SMS.  2. Free from non-repudiation attack.  

Non-repudiation is the ability to prove that an operation or event has taken place, so that the participants of 

communication (server and user) cannot deny their operation. These two goals are achieved in this paper. 

Trusted Third Party (TTP) ensures that the server sent the information to the authenticated customers and the 

authenticated customers only have received the bill. This provides greater security for smart water supply 

application. Also, Zone based Routing (ZBR) is used for grouping the sensor nodes and to send the sensed 

information with less energy. This greatly reduces the battery power of the sensor nodes and hence life time of 

the network is also increased.   
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